Whoever said that
choosing a lightweight
travel trailer means
sacrificing anything has
never seen the interior
spaciousness afforded
by the Fun Finder
Model T-189 FD.
Just take a look at the
full kitchen with large
single-door refrigerator,
full-size base and
overhead cabinet
storage, roomy dinette
and comfortable sofa
that both easily convert
into beds.

Cruiser RV Corporation utilizes only the finest quality materials and construction
techniques in the manufacture of our recreational vehicles. Our customers appreciate
the attention to detail that goes in to each and every coach that we build. If you are in
the market for a lightweight towable and are looking for the best possible value for your
hard earned dollar - then Cruiser RV is your best choice!

Leading the Way in Lightweight
Towable Luxury and Value!
The Fun Finder Model T-160 (shown to the right) is a hit
with larger families with it’s unique bunk bed layout, large
wardrobe storage and overhead television cabinet.

Model T-180 Shown here
with optional smooth fiberglass exterior.

This Fun Finder model (T-189 FBR)
offers a spacious side dinette
across from a full kitchen that
features large base cabinet storage
with doors and drawers, double
bowl sink, a large single door
refrigerator, and nice sized
overhead cabinetry. At the rear of
the coach is a separate commode
room, large wardrobe storage
space and a conveniently placed
overhead television cabinet.

Even fellow campers who
have much larger trailers will
be jealous of the room in this
spacious bathroom with fullsize shower, large vanity
linen
storage,
mirrored
medicine cabinet, upgrade
commode and overhead
ventilation.

The Fun Finder Model T-189 FBR is perfect for the smaller family
who wants to travel in affordable luxury and style. The queen size
bed features a privacy curtain while offering comfort rarely found
in a coach of this size.

You can take the Fun Finder anywhere, as
it is easily towed by even the most modest
of mini-vans, SUVs and even the larger
passenger cars.
The Fun Finder Model T-139 offers an incredibly spacious
interior living space, featuring a full galley, roomy front dinette,
and loads of base and overhead cabinet storage.

There Has Never Been This Much
Spaciousness Designed into Just 13’!
You’ll never lack
for storage space in
the Fun Finder 13footer, featuring a
full wall of cabinet
storage, a nice sized
refrigerator and
convenient allpurpose countertop
area.

MEMBER

The dinette quickly and easily converts
into a bed, while the fold-down overhead
bunk provides additional sleeping space.

The Fun Finder ’s
optional front window
awning floods the living
area with natural light,
while
protecting
the
window during transit.

Authorized Dealer

Check out the other fine RV products from
Cruiser RV, including the Shadow Cruiser line
of quality Truck Campers and 5th Wheels.

Cruiser RV, Corp.
17090 St. Rd. 120 East • Bristol, IN 46507
Ph. (574) 848-1585 • Fax (574) 848-9576

www.shadowcruiser.com

Cruiser RV, Corp. constantly strives to improve its
product. All specification are subject to change without
notice or obligation. See your local Cruiser RV dealer
today to review a current model.

